
 Greek Art in Context 

 This volume gathers together selected contributions which were originally 
presented at the conference ‘Greek Art in Context’ at the University of 
Edinburgh in 2014. Its aim is to introduce the reader to the broad and 
multifaceted notion of context in relation to Greek art and, more specifi -
cally, to its relevance for the study of Greek sculpture and pottery from the 
Archaic to the Late Classical periods. What do we mean by ‘context’? In 
which ways and under what circumstances does context become relevant 
for the interpretation of Greek material culture? Which contexts should we 
look at – viewing context, political, social and religious discourse, artistic 
tradition . . .? What happens when there is no context? These are some of 
the questions that this volume aims to answer. 

 The chapters included cover current approaches to the study of Greek 
sculpture and pottery in which the notion of ‘context’ plays a prominent 
role, offering new ways of looking at familiar issues. It gathers leading schol-
ars and early career researchers from different backgrounds and research 
traditions with the aim of presenting new insights into archaeological and 
art historical research. Their chapters contribute to showcase the vitality 
of the discipline and will serve to stimulate new directions for the study of 
Greek art. 

  Diana Rodríguez Pérez  is the current Junior Research Fellow Mougins 
Museum in Classical Art and Material Culture at Wolfson College, Oxford, 
and was previously the Research Assistant for the Beazley Archive Pottery 
Database at the Classical Art Research Centre. 
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 1   Statues as artefacts 
 Towards an archaeology of 
Greek sculpture 

 Sheila Dillon and Tim Shea 

 Introduction 

 Much of Classical sculpture has been found reused in fortifi cation walls, dis-
carded in fi ll, dumped into wells and built into post-antique buildings; that 
is, sculpture tends to be found in contexts that tell us nothing about when it 
was made or where it was originally set up. Because answering these ques-
tions drives much of the scholarship on Greek sculpture, such fi nd contexts 
tend not to play an important role in our analyses. In this chapter we argue 
that secondary and even tertiary fi nd locations are an important dimension 
of the life history of sculpture and need to fi gure into our interpretations; the 
relevance of a particular fi nd context and the information that it might pro-
vide cannot be fully appreciated unless we fi rst try to take it into account. In 
addition to the more usual concerns of when statues were made, where they 
were set up, who dedicated them and why, we claim that a full contextual 
analysis of sculpture should also include what statues have survived, how 
they have survived and where they have been found. Our aim is to consider 
what we might learn if we treat sculpture archaeologically, in addition to 
treating it art historically. To test this hypothesis, we focus on two groups of 
sculptural material from Athens: fi gured tombstones of the Classical period 
that are recorded as having been found in the area of the east cemetery and 
Roman portraits from the Athenian Agora found in the debris from the Her-
ulian sack and in the post-Herulian wall. Our aim is to ask: what happens 
if we treat sculpture more like excavation pottery, as artefacts whose study 
should include consideration of their full life cycle, from initial production 
through to fi nal discard? This chapter is a modest fi rst attempt at answering 
that question.  1   

 The idea for the current project grew out of Dillon’s experience at Aphro-
disias in Turkey. One of the fi rst tasks we were assigned during those early 
seasons of work at Aphrodisias was to pick a building or an area of the 
site, go through the notebooks to identify the sculpture that had been found 
during the excavation and mark the fi nd locations of all the sculpture on a 
plan. These fi nd-spot plans were critical for establishing the archaeological 
contexts of the many sculptural fragments stored in the depots of the Aph-
rodisias museum and they were an essential fi rst step in the reconstruction 
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of individual statues by associating statue fragments found together or in 
close proximity in excavation but now dispersed in the storerooms. This 
painstaking archival-depot work was also fundamental to understanding 
the sculptural landscape of the city in its fi nal late Antique phase. The analy-
sis of fi nd contexts helped us to comprehend a number of important dimen-
sions of this late Antique landscape that might otherwise have remained 
obscure: the building of the city walls in the mid-fourth century caused a 
major disruption in the city’s ‘statuescape’, as the outer face of the wall is 
made up entirely of reused marble blocks, many of which are statue bases. 
Many of the statues that once stood on these bases were apparently left 
behind in the city centre; some were recycled for late Antique portrait mon-
uments, others appear to have been set up as venerable art works from the 
city’s past. A few imperial-period portrait statue monuments survived for 
hundreds of years on display in their original form.  2   It is our hope that such 
archival-depot work in Athens might yield similar results or at the very least 
help us to understand more clearly how the statue and cemetery landscape 
in discrete areas of the city changed over time. 

 Sculpted Attic tombstones from the area 
of the eastern cemetery 

 Much has been written on the distribution of burials and the formation 
of cemeteries in Athens, but tombstones are rarely taken into account in 
these studies. Because they are almost always found reused in later contexts, 
grave monuments tend to be overlooked as evidence either for the loca-
tion of cemeteries or their social composition. This seems a missed opportu-
nity, as inscribed tombstones can provide important information about the 
deceased, such as familial relationships, deme affi liation and, in the case of 
foreigners, the cities or regions outside Athens from which they immigrated. 
Of course, tombstones could move and certainly were moved; the many 
fragments of sculpted Attic grave monuments found in the Athenian Agora 
were obviously brought in from elsewhere in the city.  3   Just how far they 
might wander from their original use locations is, perhaps, unknowable, 
but the wealth of grave monuments found in the Kerameikos excavations 
suggests that, in some cases at least, they did not move very far. And Nathan 
Arrington has recently made a very compelling case for the location of the 
 demosion sema  based partly on the fi nd locations of inscribed casualty lists.  4   
What might we learn if we perform a similar exercise and plot the fi nd-spots 
of tomb monuments? 

 To explore this question, I have relied primarily on the location informa-
tion painstakingly compiled by Alexander Conze in his monumental multi-
volume catalogue of Attic tombstones, in which he recorded the fi nd-spots 
of hundreds of monuments.  5   Because the Kerameikos has received so much 
scholarly attention, I focus on tombstones found beyond the Diochares Gate 
and in the vicinity of Syntagma Square and the Greek Parliament build-
ing, in an area commonly referred to as the eastern cemetery  6    ( Figure 1.1). 
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As Conze’s locations range from the vague – a neighbourhood – to a spe-
cifi c city block or even an exact street address, I focus primarily on those 
tombstones whose fi nd-spots were more precisely recorded and then correlate 
these fi nd-spots with the locations of burials found in the Metro Excavations.  7   
Information from the excavations shows that the area was in use as a cem-
etery until the later second century  ce ; the gradual closure of the area to burial 
is likely due to the eastward expansion of the city in the Hadrianic period.  8   

 Approximately thirty-six tombstones of the Classical period are 
recorded as having been found in this area of the city.  9   Eleven are dated 
to 430–390  bce ; eight to 390–360; fi fteen to 360–330; two to after 330.  10   
The entire range of dates for which Classical sculpted tombstones are 
thought to have been permissible, either socially or legally, is, therefore, 
represented. There is also a broad range of monument types: nine naiskos 
stelai, nine, more modest,  bildfeld  stelai, fi ve inscribed stelai, four  ampho-
raloutrophoroi  and nine marble lekythoi; in total forty-one male fi gures 
and twenty-eight female fi gures are depicted. Only two of the seven stelai 
depict more than one fi gure and only two are large enough to have fi gures 
that approach life-size: one depicts a standing woman ( CAT  1.231) and 
one a seated woman ( CAT  2.413c). Both are only preserved in a frag-
mentary state.  11   Twenty-nine of the monuments are inscribed; nine of the 
inscriptions include a demotic affi liation. Five refer to city demes (Melite 
and Kydathenaion), while four belong to inland demes (Erchia, Hagnous 
and Aithalididai).  12   Three of these tombstones have been associated with 
the peribolos of Aristokles of Melite, which was located directly outside 
the Diochares Gate.  13   

 Of these thirty-six tombstones, I focus here on one group of grave monu-
ments found in the area of the Royal Stables.  14   The group comprises fi ve 
tombstones found during the demolition of the stables and reported in 
Conze,  15   and two found during excavation of the area by Kyparissis in 1922, 
when a large concentration of burials from the Archaic and Classical periods 
were also discovered.  16   Marble loutrophoroi and other funerary sculpture 
such as sphinxes are noted by Kyparissis in his report, but none of these were 
illustrated or described in detail.  17   The area received further investigation 
during the recent Metro Excavations, in the shaft located at the corner of 
Amerikis and Panepistimiou Streets.  18   One-hundred eighty-eight additional 
burials were uncovered at this time, the majority of which are dated to the 
fi fth and fourth centuries  bce ; of note are forty-two child burials.  19   

 By considering their fi nd locations, these seven monuments, unearthed 
over the course of more than century, can now be collocated and studied as 
a group. The tombstones found by Kyparissis include an undecorated 
inscribed stele for Archetimos son of Stratios, a war hostage from Thasos,  20   
as well as a fi gured naiskos stele of a seated woman named Kallippe.  21   
The small inscribed stele likely dates to the late fi fth century, after the 
Athenians attack Thasos in 407/406  bce .  22   The naiskos stele of Kallipe 
( CAT  1.786) is dated to the fi rst half of the fourth century (390–60) and 
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shows Kallipe seated in a high-backed chair holding a bird out to a small 
child standing in front of her. The monuments recorded by Conze include 
three  bildfeld  stelai  23   and two naiskos stelai.  24   Children fi gure prominently 
in these monuments. Two commemorate boys: the naiskos stele for Ona-
toridos from Boeotia ( CAT  0.849) and the  bildfeld  stele for a Polyeuktos 
( CAT  0.691). The tombstone of Polyeuktos is dated to 430–390  bce , while 
that of Onatoridos is dated to after 330. Both fi gures stand in profi le facing 
left and hold a bird out to a small dog. The naiskos stele of Mynnion ( CAT  
2.421), whose father Chairestratos is from the deme Hagnous, pictures the 
girl with her mother, who holds her daughter’s chin in her hand and puts 
her arm around the girl’s shoulder. Mynnion wears a high-girt peplos and 
a chiton with buttoned sleeves, and is slightly shorter than her mother. 
This stele with its touching scene is dated to 360–330. The two other  bild-
feld  stelai both show a seated female shaking hands with a standing male; 
one commemorates Sogenes and Demetria ( CAT  2.369b) and is dated to 
430–390, the other is for a Doris ( CAT  2.419a), who was a slave; it is dated 
to 360–330. 

 The tombstones found in the area of the Royal Stables are a diverse group: 
they range in date from the end of the fi fth century to the late fourth, they 
commemorate children, citizens, foreigners, a war captive and a slave, and 
they vary in size and quality. They may have once stood in close proximity 
to one another and suggest the agglutinative formation process of a standing 
monument cemetery. They are also a testament to the diverse demographic 
make-up of the Athens’ cemeteries and are further proof that the long-held 
notion of ‘citizen cemeteries’ needs to be re-examined.  25   The variety of other 
fi nds uncovered in the area of the eastern cemetery also suggests that cem-
eteries in Athens were neither formal nor bounded and, in fact, were not used 
exclusively for burial: the remains of a large bathhouse, probably built origi-
nally in the fourth century, were found just outside the Diochares Gate,  26   and 
evidence for bronze working, including several foundry pits from the second 
half of the fi fth century, were found in the Syntagma Station excavation.  27   
Clearly the area outside the city walls was a lively place, even if it was also a 
place of the dead. While I have focused here on a small number of examples, 
there are hundreds of tombstones for which some kind of location informa-
tion is known. The plotting and analysis of these fi nd-spots should bring 
further resolution to our image of cemeteries in Classical Athens. 

 Roman portrait statuary from the Athenian Agora 

 The Roman portrait statuary found in the excavations of the Athenian 
Agora provides an important body of evidence for the archaeology of sculp-
ture as the fi nd locations of this material have all been carefully recorded. 
I focus here on two fi nd contexts: the debris from the Herulian sack of 
267  ce  and the material built into the post-Herulian wall, built during 
the reign of Probus (276–282  ce )  28    ( Figure 1.2).   The sculpture found in 
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Herulian destruction debris likely stood within the Agora; the material 
found in the post-Herulian wall could have been brought in from elsewhere. 
Both contexts provide important information about the portrait landscape 
in Athens in the mid-third century  ce . Individual examples may shed new 
light on some technical aspects of Athenian portraiture. 

 There were sixteen portraits found in contexts identifi ed as destruction 
debris from the Herulian sack: nine heads and seven statue bodies.  29   The 
portraits range in date from the early fi rst century to the mid-third, come 
from both statues and busts, include both male and female subjects and 
appear to have come from both public and private contexts. For example, 
two male portrait busts, one of a young man in heroic costume,  30   the other 
of an elderly man in himation and chiton,  31   were found in the same room 
of a large Roman house located on the northeast slope of the Hill of the 
Nymphs. The bust of the old man is very well preserved, missing only the 
nose and its base. The bust of the young man has a number of unusual fea-
tures: the break surfaces are worn and the pieces missing from the portrait 
were not found in the sealed destruction deposit. These details, the original 
date of the portrait and the makeshift base on which it was resting when 
found suggest a long history of use and creative curation. Both apparently 
were on display for about two centuries. 

 Likely from a public context is a series of male himation statues, two 
seated and fi ve standing, found during excavation in 1937 in the area of 
the Odeion.  32   The bodies are stylistically and technically homogeneous and 
were dated by Evelyn Harrison to the Antonine period. According to Homer 
Thompson, they were all probably made for display in or around the Odeion 
when it was rebuilt in the mid-second century. The building was destroyed 
by the Herulians and it and the associated sculpture apparently lay in ruins 
until the early fi fth century, when a sprawling palace-like complex, known 
as the Palace of the Giants, was built over the earlier remains. At this time, 
it would appear that these earlier statues were repaired and set up in asso-
ciation with this new building complex. Since the publication of Harrison’s 
Agora volume, a portrait head that she had included was found to join one 
of these Antonine statue bodies.  33   Harrison had dated the head to the late 
third-early fourth century, but it would seem, if the date of the Palace of 
the Giants is correct, that the head should probably now be placed in the 
early fi fth.  34   As with a number of late Roman portraits, the head appears to 
have been reworked from an earlier one. This is the just the kind of crea-
tive reuse and redeployment of earlier statuary that is well documented at 
Aphrodisias. 

 Finally, some observations on the technique and fi nish of three portraits – 
two female and one male – found in Herulian destruction debris. All are 
well preserved and all date to the mid- to later-second century. One of the 
female heads was found dumped in a well that belonged to a Roman house, 
along with other household debris from the sack.  35   Although she considered 
it unfi nished, probably because of the rasped surface of the fl esh, Harrison 
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thought the head had been kept in the house as decoration. The second 
female portrait was found buried with other debris in a hole in the fl oor of 
a room in the Library of Pantainos identifi ed as a sculptor’s workshop.  36   
Harrison considered this portrait unfi nished as well: the fl esh was rasped 
and the eyes were not engraved, although the later second-century fashion 
hairstyle had been completed. The male head,  37   also considered unfi nished 
because of unsmoothed chisel work on the face and rough drilling in the 
hair, comes from a well near the Tholos, in a deposit that also contained 
two beautifully fi nished male portraits of the third century.  38   Given their 
contexts, the status of these three portraits as unfi nished perhaps merits 
some rethinking. As Harrison herself asked, what were these heads doing 
for the approximately 100 years between when they were made and when 
they were discarded? We might also ask, in what sense was a portrait on dis-
play in some manner for about a century unfi nished? Perhaps, for example, 
we should allow for more fl exibility in terms of technique, such as the lack 
of drilled eyes in portraits of the post-Hadrianic period, and a greater range 
of possibilities in terms of surface fi nish; the female head from the Roman 
house with the rasped fl esh has had the details of the eyes cut and the eye-
brows carefully carved. A rasped fl esh surface, which seems to have been a 
hallmark of Athenian portraiture, is also found on two portraits from the 
Agora that are considered fi nished.  39   And the male portrait head from the 
well may simply represent a lower level of production quality than the two 
third-century heads with which it was found. Completely fi nished portraits 
from Aphrodisias, for example, show varied levels of fi nish, particularly on 
the sides and back of the head, which was probably due to where and how 
the statue was displayed.  40   

 Only two portrait heads were found in the post-Herulian wall, at least 
in the area of the Agora: a beautiful bust of the early fi rst century,  41   and a 
fi nely fi nished but defaced portrait head of the early second century, worked 
for insertion into a statue.  42   More illuminating is the many fragmentary 
statue bases found built into the wall’s face or used in its fi ll. These bases 
range in date from the mid-fi fth century  bce  to the third century  ce  and 
include, for example, a base of the mid-fourth century  bce  for the statue of 
a daughter of Menon of Archarnae,  43   a base of the Hellenistic period for a 
statue of Euthyphron, signed by the sculptor Timon,  44   the base for a bronze 
statue of Civica Barbarus, set up by Herodes Atticus in 157,  45   and the base 
for a bronze statue of Marcus Aurelius Apphianos of Marathon, set up in 
235/6.  46   While we always knew from Pausanias that the statue landscape 
of Roman Athens was one that preserved the city’s deep history, the statue 
monuments built into the post-Herulian wall provide an important archaeo-
logical correlate to Pausanias’ description, which tended to leave out most 
of the Roman statues. As at Aphrodisias, we can see that the building of the 
wall in the later third century caused a major disruption in Athens’ statuary 
landscape. Additional archival-depot work may help to clarify the fate of 
the statues that once stood on these bases. 
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 Conclusion 

 Although it is clear that the contexts in which both portraits and gravestones 
are typically found tend not to be directly related to their original display 
contexts, these fi nd locations can provide important information about the 
life histories of these objects. The fi nd-spots of the tombstones can help us to 
understand the social composition of the various cemeteries of Athens and 
how the monument landscape changed over time, as we believe that more 
material has been found closer to where it was originally set up than has 
previously been recognized. And while the contexts of the portraits may tell 
us more about the ends of these statues’ lives than about their beginnings, 
they are no less important for that. The ways in which Classical sculpture 
entered the archaeological context – the depositional practices – have hardly 
been explored.  47   Why, for example, are so many statues preserved either as 
headless bodies or bodiless heads? Analysing how statues were disposed of 
might tell us something about attitudes towards and behaviour around these 
images. Attention to fi nd context could also help us to understand what 
has been preserved and how, which would in turn allow us to comprehend 
more clearly the representative nature of the sculpture that has survived. 
The analysis of depositional processes, fragmentation, context and the rep-
resentative nature of archaeological assemblages are all important aspects of 
archaeological interpretation. Bringing such questions to bear on the study 
of Greek sculpture would bring archaeology and art history into productive 
conversation and expand the range of evidence we consider in exploring 
Greek art in context. 
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